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SOWETO STRINGS
The kids’ stori are often almost
unbelievable, as they have experienced
murder, poverty, drugs ...
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JEANNE
MOREAU
A BOMBSHELL iN DiSGUiSE

directed by Josée Dayan &
Pierre-André Boutang
produced by Passionﬁlms in
association with ARTE & YLE
running time: 90’ Digi Beta
The career of this world famous actress spans
60 years. Where to begin? Josée Dayan and PierreAndré Boutang intend to follow her during a
period of time and digress into her past whenever
appropriate.
Rehearsing Lulu or another contemporary play
brings back memories of a formidable stage career
which began at the age of 20 when Jeanne Moreau
became the youngest member of the Comédie
Française and came to a preliminary end with her
appearance in Cat on the Hot Tin Roof in 1956. It goes
without saying that footage of her many triumphant
appearances with Jean Vilar’s TNP and particularly
playing to Gérard Philippe will be incorporated.
Louis Malle and his friends saw her performance
in Tennessee Williams’ play and persuaded her to
accept a part in Louis Malle’s ﬁrst feature ﬁlm Lift
to the Scaffold (1957). She had appeared on and off
in movies before, but Malle made her with their
next collaboration in Les Amants a world star. Great
directors such as Peter Brook (Moderato cantabile),
Antonioni (La Notte), Losey (Eva), Bunuel (Diary of a
Chamber Maid) and Orson Welles (The Trial) cast her
in leading parts.
Her career seemed to be made. But Jeanne
Moreau with her curiosity and an inborn urge to
go further became infatuated with the Nouvelle
Vague and preferred directors like Truffaut to more
commercial fare. Her memorable interpretation
of the part of Catherine in Jules et Jim fascinated a
whole generation of cinema goers.

This part of the proﬁle will include clips from
her major ﬁlms but also take the opportunity to ask
questions about acting, the choice of subject and
how much of Jeanne Moreau’s own life goes into
one of her parts.
Already in Jules et Jim Jeanne Moreau sang a
song about the turbulence of life. Later, at the end
of the 60s, she took a renewed interest in the art
of the French chanson and released quite successful
records culminating in Jeanne sings Jeanne when she
began to write her own lyrics.
More ﬁlms followed, and more recently due to
the meeting with producer director Josée Dayan
Jeanne Moreau also began to star in major television
productions such as Balzac, Les Parents terribles and
Les Rois Maudits. After Jeanne Moreau had done the
voice of Marguerite Duras in Les Amants she now
became Marguerite Duras in Cet amour-là. Nearing
80, Jeanne Moreau is still full of vitality and has many

above from top:
Jeanne Moreau & Wim Wenders
Moreau in Jules et Jim
Moreau in Ascenseur pour l’échafaud
cover page: Moreau in La Nuit

projects. What makes her tick? Maybe during the
course of the many interview sessions planned with
her, she will reveal her secret.
This project, originally commissioned by Arte
as two 52’ ﬁlms, will be made into a 90’ special
by Josée Dayan and Pierre-André Boutang for
Passionﬁlms. Key interviews will be shot in English
and French, ﬁlm clips will be available in the
original version and a complete English version of
the special with French material subtitled will be
available by the end of 2007 in time for her 80th
birthday in January 2008.
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FRANK SiNATRA
A SONG FOR THE FBi

directed by Clara & Robert
Kuperberg produced by Wichita
Films in association with Treizieme
Rue running time: 52’ Digi Beta 16:9

memos from F

BI ﬁles:
“The other day
I turned on a Fr
ank Sinatra
programme an
d I noted the sh
rill whistling so
created suppos
und,
edly by a bunch
of girls cheering
Last night as I
.
heard Lucky St
rike produce m
this same hyster
ore of
ia I thought: ho
w easy it would
for certain-min
be
ded manufactu
rers to create an
Hitler here in Am
other
erica through th
e inﬂuence of
mass-hysteria!
I believe that th
ose who are us
this shrill whist
ing
ling sound are
aware that it is
similar to that
which produced
Hitler. That they
intend to get a
Hitler in by ﬁrs
t planting in th
minds of the pe
e
ople that men lik
e Frank Sinatra
are o. k. theref
ore this future
Hitler will be o.
k.”
“Hoover though
t it best to keep
his boss appris
of the relations
ed
hip between th
e president’s fr
Sinatra and Gian
iend
cana. Hoover se
nt this memo
to RFK two days
af ter a hidden
FBI mike picked
up some hoodlu
ms discussing
how Giancana
Sinatra ‘almost
and
got into a ﬁstﬁgh
t’ over who was
going to buy th
e drinks one ni
ght.”

Who knows that the FBI had a ﬁle of 1275
pages about Frank Sinatra, by far the largest on
any show biz personality. What interested the
FBI most was Sinatra’s relations with organised
crime, his friendship with the Great and the Good
including some of the most notorious Maﬁa bosses.
As the singer and actor was also believed to have
communist leanings he was regularly followed by
agents, his phone conversations were taped, and his
hotel rooms bugged.
The Kuperbergs have access to this material
and built their documentary on the life of Frank
Sinatra around the picture which emerges through
these FBI ﬁles. This allows for information that
would never be available in a straight proﬁle. The
journalists Phil Kuntz and Tom Kuntz, authors of The
Sinatra File, will exclusively talk about their ﬁndings
and ex-agent of the FBI, Ray Batvinis will read
relevant extracts as a voice-over.
Sinatra’s career will be documented by ﬁlm clips,
showing Sinatra as actor and singer, archive footage,
news reel material, ranging from his marriage to Ava
Gardner and a guided tour for Krouchtchev and
his wife to the Fox Studio while Can Can was on

ROMAN
POLANSKi
In one of his rare interviews Oscar winning ﬁlm
director Roman Polanski talks about his art and
what ﬁlming means to him:

from top:
Frank Sinatra and Peter Lawford
The Rat Pack: Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis Jr, Peter Lawford
above: Sinatra and Kennedy
left: Police photograph

the set to the assassination of his old friend John F.
Kennedy and the kidnapping of his son in Las Vegas.
Further contributors include Jerry Derloshon,
Pat Broeske, a journalist of the New York Times
and specialist in Sinatra and the Rat Pack and Ray
Badvinis, ex-agent of the FBI in Washington.
When Sinatra died in 1998 he was considered
one of the greatest stars of all times. Only a few
knew that there was a darker side to this famous
singer and actor. Kuperbergs’ documentary
will be ready in time for the release of Stephen
Soderbergh’s Ocean’s 13.

directed by Pierre-André Boutang
produced by Les Films du Bouloi
in association with Arte and YLE
Teema running time: 52’
DigiBeta 16:9

“My pion concerns movie-making: this is my pion and not the subje,
actually. The subje is sondary. But that subje giv you more reason
for it. I think that this subje inspired all involved from the direor of
hotography to the last extra. I could feel it, I knew it. I mean the atmosphere
on the s in this piure was really extraordinary. I wish I could have that
again. It just don’t haen on every ﬁlm. I don’t remember anybody o
wouldn’t be complely devoted to our cause during this adventure. But as
far as the emotion go, I think that within the crew, the reactions during
the shoot, I could see in the piano scen bween Szpilman and the German
officer, I could see how very much the members of the crew were moved,
particularly Wilm.”

This was Polanski talking about the experience of
directing The Pianist. Obviously we see clips from
this and many other of his most important ﬁlms but
also learn about his art of directing from Making-Of
materials. Polanski the secretive revealed through
his ﬁlms.
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COLLECTiON
Over the last few years the highly successful
team of Clara and Robert Kuperberg have
made some stunning documentaries in the
United States which have been well received
all over the world. Poorhouse International is
therefore happy to have been entrusted with
the distribution of six further documentaries
the Kuperbergs have created for Program33:
directed by Clara & Robert
Kuperberg produced by Program33
running time: ca. 52’ each
Digi Beta 4:3 or 19:9

GEORGE SiDNEY

Film buffs consider George Sidney to be one of
Hollywood’s most elegant directors who made the
moving camera his main feature and worked with
stars like Gene Kelly, Rita Hayworth, Judy Garland,
Elvis Presley, Frank Sinatra and Esther Williams to
name but a few. In his last interview before he died
at the age of 88 he remembers the Hollywood of
the Golden Years, talks about his famous cloak and
dagger ﬁlms The Three Musketeers and Scaramouche
and gives valuable insights into the art of directing.
Clips, stills and archive footage round off this proﬁle
of one of the most reﬁned masters of the screen.

EXiLED iN
HOLLYWOOD

This is the true story of an American witch hunt
orchestrated by Joseph McCarthy and Richard
Nixon to further their own political careers
rather than to protect the United States against
Communism. It is probably true that communist
leanings were fashionable amongst the leftist
intelligentsia of the time, but it is also true as Orson
Welles put it in retrospect, “when the American
Left had to choose between its ideas and its Beverly
Hills mansion, it deﬁnitely disintegrated”.
How much talent has been abused under the
pretext of being blacklisted? And what appalling part
has played Berthold Brecht, idol of the Left? The
Kuperbergs will reveal all of this with clips, archive
footage and exclusive interviews of some of those
who lived through this ignominious period of the
American democracy.

left: Howard Hughes with Ava Gardner
above from left: Bogart and Bacall in Washington DC
Howard Hughes
Kennedy with the Rat Pack in Vegas
Dean and Coppola on the set of The Godfather

DEAN TAVOULARiS

When it’s magic, it’s Tavoularis! How would
ﬁlms of Coppola, Antonioni, Arthur Penn or
Polanski look without the skills of a production
designer named Dean Tavoularis? We learn about
the secrets that create the images Hollywood is
so good at. Tavoularis takes us through the Art
of Storyboarding for The Godfather, sketches for
Apocalypse Now and location work for Bonnie and
Clyde. The look of a ﬁlm depends to a large degree
on the production designer as will Francis Ford
Coppola, Warren Beatty, Gérard Depardieu, Roman
Polanski and Nancy Meyers conﬁrm in revealing
interviews. This portrait will also include clips and
never before seen material from Dean’s private
collection.

“In ﬁlm production there is an iron rule:
The better a production digner, the more
he disaears behind the ss.”
Le Nouvelle Observateur (Dean Tavoularis)
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THE MYSTERiOUS LiFE
OF HOWARD HUGHES
“In 5O minut this remarkable
documentary providing more insights
than the laughable Universal tour offers to
Hollywood touriﬆs tak to pi the trials
and tribulations of the movie industry.”
Libération (Universal Story)

THE UNiVERSAL
STORY

When Jules Stein and Lew Wasserman acquired
the Universal Studios through their agency
MCA in 1958 one of the darkest chapters of the
Hollywood success story began. Lew Wasserman
can be considered the Godfather of Hollywood. His
connections with organised crime are well known.
Yet he was the Guru of Alfred Hitchcock, Marylin
Monroe, Marlon Brando and James Stewart and had
a hand in the early successes of Spielberg and Lucas.
Investigative journalist Dennis McDougal from the
Los Angeles Times has spent ﬁve years to research the
hidden face of Universal. The Kuperbergs brilliantly
put pictures to his ﬁndings including archive footage,
stills, clips from famous Universal ﬁlms and location
shooting in and around the studios.

THE SWEET SMELL OF
CORRUPTiON

Investigative Journalist Sally Denton works for
the New York Times, the Washington Post and the
Chicago Tribune. She has always maintained that Las
Vegas plays an important part in the modern history
of the US. She says “I have always taken Las Vegas
seriously, but nobody in Washington wanted to
believe in the importance of this city for the history
of the United States. That’s wrong. I personally
believe Las Vegas symbolises the Dark Side of
America.”
This documentary is trying to throw some light
on a secret network which involves the security
services as well as politicians and organised crime.
You will be surprised by the ﬁndings of Sally Denton
who has had the courage to give the Kuperbergs
a very revealing interview, they in turn made a
fascinating ﬁlm out of her story.

“The capitol of gambling is also a gigantic
centre of money laundering ich allows
politicians to ﬁnance discrely and quite
illegally their eleion campaigns.”
Le Figaro (The Sweet Smell of Corruption)

In a memo to Robert Maheu on September 4th
1966 Howard Hughes writes: “ Bob, please read
the attached article. It refers to me as a millionaire,
while others have called me a billionaire. I’m very
concerned about this change in perception and the
effect it will have on our business”. Who then was
this megalomaniac, celebrated pilot, womanizer, ﬁlm
producer and champion of Richard Nixon? Richard
Hack who published Hughes – The Private Diaries,
Memos and Letters and ex-agent Robert Maheu who
became the closest associate of Howard Hughes,
will try to proﬁle this secretive tycoon for us. The
myth of Howard Hughes is based on the fortune
he inherited and multiplied, Hollywood, women,
drugs, Las Vegas, the Air Craft industry and links
with the White House as well as organised crime.
An American hero?
Clips of the ﬁlms Howard Hughes produced,
location shooting in Los Angeles, Cap Cod, Las Vegas
and Santa Fe make this strange man come alive
again.

“It’s this Phoenix without any believ
and beyond the law, consummated
by the demons of power and madn,
om Clara and Robert Kuperberg have
diabolically well profiled.”
Le Figaro (The Mysterious Life of Howard Hughes)
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STAGE
a six part series on

AN OPERATIC ODYSSEY

OPERA AND SOCiETY
THROUGH THE AGES

THE APPROACH:

There will be six ﬁlms, exploring courts, cities
and societies, as well as the outsize personalities
responsible for the development of opera both as
an art form and a popular entertainment. Tom Allen
will travel through the varied and vibrant worlds
of opera in Europe and beyond, encountering
fellow artists, impresarios, producers, scholars and
celebrated enthusiasts. Each ﬁlm will focus on a
historical period and a particular location, drawing
on the rich archive of operatic performance on
ﬁlm and video, but each episode will also feature
specially shot scenes in appropriate period style,
from individual works which embody the spirit of
the times. On our journey from Renaissance court
to globalised metropolis, Allen will take on the role
of sceptical questioning observer, while the cultural
historian and broadcaster Daniel Snowman will be
his Baedeker, with calling cards from the intendants’
ofﬁces and senior common rooms of the world.
The style will be informal and irreverent, puncturing
myths and questioning prejudices, as much
concerned with gossip, scandal and conﬂict as with
the Olympic heights of creative achievement.

More opera is performed, ﬁnanced, seen, heard, ﬁlmed
and broadcast than ever before, and the world’s top
performers are worshipped and paid like pop stars. Yet
no new opera has entered the popular canon in the last
THE FiLMS:
sixty years. The art form is widely derided as ‘elitist’,
1. WHO PAYS?
state subsidies are everywhere in freefall and the
THE BiRTH OF OPERA
classical recording business appears to be in perpetual
AS BiG BUSiNESS
Allen will begin his quest in the courts and
crisis. Opera, it seems, is at a crossroads. But hasn’t
city-states of 17th Century Italy, discovering the
origins of opera in the private entertainments of
opera always been at a crossroads? This series will
the Italian nobility. Specially staged excerpts from
Florentine Intermedii will show how Renaissance
explore the many chains of connection between opera
patrons imagined that they were re-creating the
houses and the world in which they live – a world of
religious drama of ancient Greece. In the operas
of Monteverdi and his contemporaries, including
superstars, impresarios, artists and audiences but also a The
Return of Ulysses featuring Allen himself, we
will
explore
how the art form developed from
world of monarchs and money-makers, polemicists and
private spectacle to commercial entertainment.
From the leisured elegance of Renaissance Italy
politicians.
In the company of the renowned operatic
baritone Sir Thomas Allen, we will follow the story
of the creation, production and reception of opera,
from its beginnings in Renaissance Italy, across the
map of Europe, the Americas and the wider world,
to the global business it has become in the digital
age. Our odyssey will take us from 17th Century
Venice and Mantua to Handel’s London and the
Vienna of Joseph II. We will observe the impact of
the Enlightenment and French Revolutionary ideas
on music and theatre, and the changed world which

images above from left:
Clemenza di Tito © C.M. Magliocca
Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk
Così fan tutte
Caricature of Senesino, Cuzzoni and Berenstadt
(perhaps in a scene from Handel’s Flavio) by John Vanderbank; etching, c.1723.
Courtesy of Handel House Collections Trust.

followed the defeat of Napoleon - a world severely
threatened by the subsequent eruption of cultural
nationalism. We will visit the fashionable worlds
of Second Empire Paris and the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, and we will also witness the interaction of
revolutionary politics and artists in 19th century
Dresden and Milan, Petersburg and Prague. As
opera is by no means a European monopoly, our
journey will be a worldwide voyage through history
and society as well as art and philosophy. At the
conclusion, we will ask whether this unique creation
has come to the end of the road, living in the past
and supported only by a privileged elite, or whether
it can reach out to encompass the audiences and
experiences of the 21st Century.

and 17th century France, Allen moves, via the
lovingly preserved baroque court theatre of Cesky
Krumlow, to the bustle of Hanoverian London.
Patrons were no longer the pampered aristocracy,
but the new class of mercantile bourgeois. The
appetite of the English middle classes was for vocal
stars, glamorous sopranos and exotic castrati,
and their tastes were well served by a German,
writing Italian opera for the British. Specially staged
excerpts from his operas in the Georgian Theatre
Richmond will demonstrate how Handel fused the
musical virtuosity of contemporary divas with the
theatrical spectacle now possible with new stage
technology. At the same time, in London and Vienna,
Allen discovers how the popular audience was
seduced with ballad opera and singspiel and how,
from the Beggar’s Opera to the Magic Flute, opera
reached out beyond the privileged classes.
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DANCiNG OF A
VOLCANO - OPERA iN
TOTALiTARiAN TiMES
5.

AN ENGiNE OF
REVOLUTiON - OPERA
iN A TiME OF CHANGE

2.

In Austria and France, Allen observes how the
music theatre of the 18th century courts was
transformed by two revolutions, one artistic and
the other political. In Paris, he recalls how the music
dramas of Rameau and Lully were supplanted by
the reformed operas of Gluck, created against the
background of the French Revolution. In Vienna,
he notes that other momentous social changes
were taking place throughout Europe, where the
impending rumble of revolution was also making
itself felt. In Mozart’s collaborations with the
radical playwright and friend of Casanova, Lorenzo
Da Ponte, Allen examines how three roles which
he has made his own – the Count in Figaro, Don
Giovanni and Don Alfonso in Cosi Fan Tutte – reveal
revolutionary values permeating all strata of society.
In specially shot excerpts from Fidelio and Leonora
(Beethoven’s ﬁrst draft of the opera) we experience
opera grappling with the concepts of tyranny and
liberation. Returning to Paris, we learn how Méhul
and Cherubini developed this post revolutionary
spirit into the grandest of theatrical spectacle and
how even Rossini, the darling of French opera buffa,
was swept up in the rising tide of nationalism, as
well as the commercial demand for the grandest of
grand opera, in his ﬁnal masterpiece Guillaume Tell.
Finally, Allen moves to Milan, where we witness the
early attempts of the young Giuseppe Verdi to yoke
the conventions of grand opera to the aspirations of
the burgeoning Italian nation.

GRAND DESiGNS
- 0PERA iN A NEW
EUROPE
3.

In the 1830s and 1840s, the French middle
classes made opera their personal property and
the Opéra de Paris became their temple. With
excerpts from Bellini, Donizetti, Meyerbeer and
Verdi, Allen examines the growth of bel canto and
grand opera in the moneyed society of the midcentury. He learns how during the Second Empire,
the bourgeoisie demanded ever greater spectacle
and virtuosity, while at the same time these epic
historical works reﬂected new national aspirations.
Opera was beginning to reﬂect social change in
its content as well as its audiences. Sometimes
this was expressed in the turbulent plots of
Halevy and Spontini, sometimes in the biting satire
of the opéra comique of Offenbach. Moving to
Weimar and Berlin, he learns of the impact of the
revolutionary upheavals of 1848 in the art-work of

the future developed by Liszt, Berlioz and, most of
all, Wagner. As the scattered German kingdoms and
principalities fell under the sway of Prussia and a
new national spirit was born this was reﬂected in
Wagner’s mythic and historical music dramas. In a
specially ﬁlmed excerpt from Die Meistersinger Allen
takes on for the ﬁrst time the role of Hans Sachs,
which celebrates the role of German art in the
soon to be transformed nation. In the music theatre
of Wagner, a new art form reﬂected a new Europe.

4. MiGHTY HANDFULS
- OPERA AND THE
BiRTH OF NEW
NATiONS

Travelling east, Allen discovers how the spirit of
nationalism developed in old empires and states
aspiring to freedom from their imperial masters. In
Saint Petersburg, he learns how Russia left behind
the Italian taste imported by Catherine the Great
and began to develop a national musical voice. From
the Italianate operas of Fomin, we move to a new
national language expressed in Glinka’s A Life for the
Tsar and Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov and experience
the achievement of the Mighty Handful – the
composers who personiﬁed the Russian national
style. We hear the impact of folk melody, traditional
tales and the Russian language itself, all of which
transformed a nation which was only just casting off
the shackles of serfdom and the Orthodox Church.
Then, in the handsome new opera houses of 19th
century Prague and Budapest, Allen learns of the
rise of national opera traditions in former imperial
provinces and the impact on these nations of opera
performed in the vernacular. In Prague, he witnesses
the birth of Czech opera in the works of Smetana,
while in the provincial Moravian city of Brno, Allen
discovers how Janacek embraced the radical spirit
which would soon transform all of Eastern Europe.
This is reﬂected in excerpts from The Cunning Little
Vixen (featuring Allen himself as the Forester) and
specially ﬁlmed scenes from Janacek’s ﬁrst groundbreaking masterpiece Jenufa. Finally, between Brno
and Vienna, he speculates how in these Habsburg
provinces, other disturbing forces were at work
which, in the music of Strauss and Schoenberg,
would usher in a new and perilous century.

presented by Sir Thomas Allen
directed by Donald Sturrock &
Dennis Marks historical consultant:
Daniel Snowman produced by
Dennis Marks running time: 6x
ca.55’ shot on Digi Beta 16:9

As Europe shattered under the twin forces of
nationalism and imperialism, opera reﬂected the
disturbed and fragmented society which resulted. In
Vienna, Allen observes the disturbed psychological
landscape of Strauss’s Salome and Schoenberg’s
Erwartung and the fractured world of Berg’s Wozzek.
He also reﬂects on the paradox that in terrible
times, grand opera had a new lease of artistic
life, with great singers and conductors building
prosperous careers among the ruins. Moving
to Berlin, he sees how Richard Strauss created
an increasingly anachronistic operatic world in
Rosenkavalier and Arabella. Meanwhile, he observes
the impact of Marxism in the post-War society
of Weimar Germany. In specially shot sequences
from Brecht and Weill’s Dreigroschenoper and
Mahagonny, we see how an art form, which moved
from the court to the bourgeois city, embraced
the culture of the new proletariat. The artistic
ferment of the 1920’s was rudely crushed by the
rise of totalitarianism in Germany and Russia. In
Saint Petersburg and Moscow, Allen learns how
Shostakovitch, the Soviet Union’s most prodigious
composer, scored an instant success with his
opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk, only to witness it
suppressed on the personal orders of Stalin. Opera
had become as vulnerable to state violence as the
society which produced it. But in the aftermath
of World War II, there is rebirth, not in the grand
opera houses but in the theatres of Broadway.

SiNGiNG THE
FUTURE - OPERA iN A
NEW WORLD
6.

While Europe experienced unique upheavals,
one nation took opera to its heart and became
the home of the most glamorous recreations of
the past and the birthplace of the music theatre
of the future. In New York and Los Angeles, Allen
tells the story of the rise of the great American
opera houses and the stellar performers who
triumphed there, supported not by the court or
the state, but by mighty private philanthropists. At
the same time, the freshly minted Broadway musical
suggested a new direction for music theatre. Allen
moves from Mozart’s Don Alfonso in Salzburg to
the role of Sweeny Todd in Stephen Sondheim’s
sinister Broadway sell-out. To conclude, talking to
the creators of new opera and musical theatre, he
reﬂects on the prospects for the future. Does it lie
with the traditional opera house and the work of
Henze, Carter or Stockhausen or with the popular
theatre of Sondheim and Lloyd-Webber. Or is there
another, different beacon in the creations of John
Adams and Philip Glass? With excerpts from such
diverse works as Porgy and Bess, Stockhausen’s Licht,
West Side Story and Nixon in China, in discussion
with producers, composers and impresarios, the
series concludes with some speculation about how
a perpetually evolving art form can respond to the
changed landscape of a globalised world.
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The date of 1917 conjures
up images of the storming
of the Winter Palace from
Eisenstein’s ﬁlm October,
produced ten years after
the event. Reality or
ﬁction? We are trying to
do away with ideology,
propaganda and legend in
order to ﬁnd out the truth
about that fateful year
that shook the world and
changed Europe forever.

Fortunately there is one eye witness, the young
Frenchman Pierre Pascal attached to the French
military mission who lived through the events
of February and October 1917 and recalls these
moments of history in an interview of 1970. There
is also an account of Trotsky who talks about the
revolution at a later date. Pascal remembers that
it was a fairly quiet night with small armed groups
positioned strategically around Petrograd, a wellplanned coup. Trotsky was ‘running from post to
post’, bumped into friends coming out of the opera
and trying to tell him about Chaliapin’s brilliant
performance. It took Trotsky several minutes to get
rid of them …
Lenin’s genius was that things ﬁnally played
out as he had been expecting and repeating for
twenty years – through the action of a proletariat
‘vanguard’, a minority of determined professional
revolutionaries who, under his leadership, managed
to make the most of the circumstances at the right
time – tactical genius coming on top of theoretical
foresight.
Telling the story of 1917 is to recount a
complicated series of events: the long history of
Russia and the short and violent history of 1917
(as well as the ﬁve years thereafter when the
Bolsheviks overcome all obstacles and establish
their power). It is also the story of a man who, after
years on the sidelines of ‘History’, after many ups
and downs and apparent contradictions, put himself
at the centre stage of History and ‘shook the world’.
It is the story of an indomitable will.
We will give a clear and accurate account of
the – always surprising – chain of events and an
attempted explanation. No one expected the
February revolution – not least the revolutionary
parties. No one believed the Tsar would abdicate
so easily in March 1917, even if it was obvious to
all (the more clear-sighted of the Romanovs, the
Grand Dukes, ruling politicians, foreign witnesses
– ambassadors – and, of course, the revolutionary
parties) that ‘it couldn’t last’. The events that led
to the fall of the Russian empire between March
and October 1917 were unpredict-able and
surprising right up to
the ﬁnal victory of
the Bolsheviks who
had always formed a
tiny minority, not to
say a minority among
minorities until their
victory and even
afterwards which is
why Lenin dissolved the
democratically elected
constituent assembly,
where the Bolsheviks
were in a minority, by
force in 1918.
As the story unfolds,
we will describe the ‘characters’, the leading and
some of the supporting roles – according to
periods: the conquering heroes or the unfortunate,
tragic heroes. In the ‘leading roles’: Nicholas II,
Kerensky, Lenin but also Father Gapon (strike
leader in 1905), the Empress, Prime Minister
Stolipin, the terrorist leaders Azev (also a police
informer) and Savinkov (later to become a minister
under Kerensky). Let’s not forget Rasputin and his
assassin Yussupov, and the Grand Duke Nicholas

1917
LENiN’S ViCTORY
directed by Paul Jenkins produced by
Les Films de Bouloi & Pierre-André
Boutang running time: 90’ or 2 parts
of 55’ each. Shot on DigiBeta 16:9
Nicolaevich who, from
his great height, hoped
to lead the army to save
the empire, as supreme
commander no less,
after his nephew’s
abdication.
There are the
leaders of the
‘democratic’ or
revolutionary parties,
leaders of the Constitutional Democrats (the
K-D), the revolutionary socialists, the Mensheviks
(Plekhanov) and, of course, Lenin’s comrades:
Trotsky, Kamenev, Zinoviev, Bukharin, Stalin, to say
nothing of Lenin’s loyal companion, Malinovsky, who
turned out to be an Okhrana agent. Less wellknown and decisive at the crucial moment, there
was Parvus (Alexander Helphand), an immensely
rich German-Russian socialist who was born in
Russia and took part in the failed revolution of
1905; he had vague connections with the German
high command and government, was closely linked
to Lenin and (with his business associate Sklarz)
negotiated the return of Lenin to Russia via Finland,
the highest German authorities seeing nothing but
advantage in what might spread chaos in Russia.
Finally, alongside the story of the key moments
using the material described above, we will tell
the story of Lenin, as he was involved or not in
the events of each period, from far away or close
at hand, inside Russia or as an émigré, a constant
revolutionary since Kazan in 1888, at eighteen years
old, in revolt from his early childhood, especially
since the execution of his older brother by hanging,
after a failed attempt on the life of Tsar Alexander
III.
Lenin under house arrest, Lenin deported, Lenin
in exile, Lenin studying in libraries, at all ages, Lenin
writing, unﬂagging: letters, articles, books, directives.
Lenin involved or not involved in events. Lenin
and his faithful companion Nadezhda Krupskaya,
his comrade in arms and/or of the heart. Inessa

Armand, since 1909 most loyal of all, returns to
Russia with Lenin in the famous German railway
carriage buried in Red Square.
Lenin, who – before 1917 – spent more time
ﬁghting with other revolutionaries than with the
“reactionary” authorities, logical for a man who
wanted to gather a completely reliable and efﬁcient
elite around him.
Lenin, who lived like a pauper – his threadbare
clothes, his wretched rooms or apartments, but
who always had enough money to live on even
though he worked at nothing but his revolutionary
struggle, there was enough money for the
publication of books and papers, enough to keep
this small party running. The money came from
his mother initially, then later from rich men,
sympathizers or admirers including the richest
family of industrialists in Russia, the Morozovs or
from plunder, armed attacks on banks by Bolsheviks,
‘men of action’, if not to say gangsters – for the
cause.
To portray Lenin, at every stage of his life,
we can use the written portrayals of Manès
Sperber, Solzhenitsyn’s Lenin in Zurich – horriﬁed
admiration at his unshakeable will and his talent
for ‘propaganda’; Chakotin’s book The Rape of the
Masses (even the most basic bibliography would
go on forever) and the portrait of Lenin by Victor
Serge … there are dozens, thousands of works.

“Communism is Sovi Power
lus the Eleriﬁcation of the
Whole Country”
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THEART
OFENCOUNTERS
“We wish to construct this
ﬁlm around a reﬂection
on cultural diversity;
not diversity as a simple
pretext for an artistic
project but rather as a vital
and unique experience of
contemporary life.”
DOMiNiQUE HERiEU
& JOSÉ MONTALVO
We wish to make a ﬁlm which, whilst not being
strictly speaking a documentary, will nevertheless
mix in “documentary” images ﬁlmed with Malian,
Cambodian and Tunisian choreographers in their
own countries with images from the world of
Montalvo-Hervieu, a sort of “ﬁlm collage” to make
it poetic, humorous and full of illusions.
This is our own personal and palpable way of
communicating our vision as choreographers and to
make use of it to reﬂect on today’s world, this time
in a new form for us, that of ﬁlm.
This ﬁlm will play on the alternation between
ﬁction and reality, between the dreamlike quality
of José Montalvo’s images on the one hand
and, on the other, images drawn from a recent
creative experience entitled The Art of Encounters,
which Dominique Hervieu organised with four
choreographers: Kettly Noël in Bamako, Haﬁz
Dhaou and Aïcha M’Barek in Tunis and Her Royal
Highness Buppha Devi in Phnom Penh …
These “visual and choreographic worlds” will
dialogue with each other, inter-weave, give birth
to an aesthetic of juxtaposition: José Montalvo’s
dreamlike images give us extra insight into the
images of reality and the accounts of artists
elsewhere in the world give rise to highly poetic
evocations. This treatment, which brings together
documentary ﬁlm and playful interludes, will give
way to the imagination and to dreams, and thus
reconnect with the evocative force of the fable

which is such a strong element in Montalvo and
Hervieu’s creative world.
Dominique Hervieu, directed by José Montalvo,
will be our “medium” as she playfully draws us
into the spirit of the project, comments, dances
and rediscovers the joyous side to her dancing,
embodying the crazy character she has played on
stage for more than 15 years.
We think that this hybrid style, with its toingand-froing between “realistic” accounts and pure
visual fantasy, will stimulate an inventive writing
process. The main theme will grow out of the
links or “dreamlike inserts” that José Montalvo
will create in close partnership with the dancer
Dominique Hervieu to lead us between one world
and the other. These links allow for ﬂexibility but
also for the unexpected to happen, and they will
play on the clash of different aesthetics and genres,
opening out into an inﬁnite richness of associations.
It is also a way of distorting the uniformity of style
and of weaving the art of métissage (or the crossing
and intermingling of cultures and peoples) into the
very fabric of the narrative, using collage and formal
métissage as stylistic processes.
This ﬁlm will embrace dance from very different
cultures and artists with marked identities, as well
as their contrasting styles of questioning of the
relationship between identity and cultural diversity.
The ﬁlm will also play on the manner in which
the different dances co-exist and ask questions
about métissages in both their creative and critical
dimensions.

directed by Dominique Hervieu &
José Montalvo produced by Senso
Films in association with ARTE
France, Compagnie MontalvoHervieu, CNC, NRK and YLE Teema
running time: 52’ Shot on DigiBeta
16:9
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SOWETO STRiNGS
The heroic story of a
British music teacher’s
adventure in the black
township of Soweto,
enabling kids to transcend
the constraints of their
environment, and ﬁnd
hope through creative
involvement in music.
Under the heavily polluted shadow of one of
the giant gold-mining slag heaps near Diepﬂoof
(Soweto), in a township still dominated by violence,
AIDS, and poverty, kids of all ages play Bach,
Mozart and Bartok with a verve and ﬂair unique in
the world. They play not because of some neomissionary do-gooder’s devotion, but because they
feel drawn to music that is at once exotic and
deeply familiar.
The Buskaid Music School in Soweto was
founded by a distinguished British viola-player,
Rosemary Nalden, who originally came to South
Africa at the invitation of a local (black) music
teacher. She was so inspired by what she found
there that she stayed, and eventually set up her
own school, which struggles to keep going on
little funding, but which has established itself as an

unusual centre of excellence. The Buskaid String
Orchestra has toured Europe and the USA several
times, and received unanimous praise. There is
something about the combination of youth and
African heritage which enables these young South
Africans to play classical music as it has never been
played before. This has a lot to do with Rosemary
Nalden’s gifts as a teacher (and disciplinarian), but
also with the commitment which the youngsters
bring to a way of ﬁnding themselves that offers
something much richer than boredom, no-hope
depression, gambling, mugging or drugs.
I started ﬁlming at the Buskaid School in the
summer of 2005, and have gathered over 50 hours
of magniﬁcent material, including lessons, group
sessions, concerts, the everyday life of Soweto
and interviews with Rosemary and the ﬁlms highly
engaging main characters.
Apart from telling the story of Rosemary’s work
in Soweto, the ﬁlm will follow the development of
a small group of pupils over 2 years. The changes
that occur – both in terms of musical skill and
understanding and self-conﬁdence – are incredible,
but this can only be shown properly if we see it
happen in the course of the ﬁlm. I have already
chosen a few young musicians, and I need to return
to Soweto at regular intervals to follow them up.
The ﬁlm’s climax will feature a performance of
Rameau, Bartok, Mozart and Grieg at Paris’s Cité
de la Musique, featuring stunning choreography
by a group of young dancers from Cape Town, as
well as a session where the Soweto kids join the
English Baroque Soloists under the baton of John
Eliot Gardiner who has long supported Rosemary’s
activities in South Africa, and given workshops for
the kids there.

directed by Mark Kidel
produced by Calliope Media in
association with BBC running time:
ca. 50’ shot on DigiBeta 16:9
The resulting ﬁlm promises to be musically very
rich as well as emotionally very moving. These kids’
stories are often almost unbelievable, as they have
experienced murder, poverty, drugs and very close
range – if not personally. And yet, something shines
through: a resilience and a faith in the human spirit’s
ability to conquer what appears like terminal defeat.

MARK KiDEL

all images © James Sparshatt
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SOPHiE
KARTHÄUSER
SURPRISE

A

PROFILE

Sophie Karthäuser studied at the Brussels
Conservatory and completed her musical education
with Noelle Barker at the Guildhall School of Music
and Drama in London. In 2003 she won the Prize
of the Audience at the Wigmore Hall Competition,
one of the most important Song Contests. Sophie
Karthäuser gave her opera debut with Barbarina
in Mozart’s Marriage of Figaro at the Théâtre Royal
de la Monnaie in Brussels and is rapidly becoming a
much sought after Mozart singer. Her ﬁrst Pamina in
2005 at La Monnaie under conducter René Jacobs
caused a sensation. Le Figaro compared her to the
young Gundula Janowitz and Le Monde found that
she was “the queen of that Magic Flute.”

Early days for a proﬁle, but Olivier Simonnet
who very successfully recorded with her Arias
by Gretry and Gossec at Le Petit Théâtre de
Marie-Antoinette in Versailles, thought it would
be rewarding to show a star in the making rather
than waiting for her to appear on the Festival
circuit. Sophie Karthäuser is building an impressive
Baroque repertoire and brings her experience with
this music to singing Mozart and Rossini. Although
she is very loyal to Patrick Cohen Akenine, René
Jacobs, Guy van Waas and Sigiswald Kuijken she will
eventually conquer the stages of the world. At the
same time she remains true to herself and leads a
proper family life. A name to watch out for.

directed by Olivier Simonnet
produced by Camera Lucida
running time: 26’ DigiBeta 16:9

LiNKED SERiES OF SHORT FiLMS
THE ART AFEATURiNG
NEW ART SONG
OF SONG COMMiSSiONS
The idea for this project came about as a result
of making my ﬁlm drama with music about the life
of the gifted English composer and songwriter, Peter
Warlock (Philip Heseltine). Warlock elevated the
English art song, (although he would have hated the
term) to levels perhaps previously only achieved
by Purcell and Dowland. The short renaissance
of English songwriting, which had started with
Parry and Stanford, ﬂowered in the twenties with
Warlock, Quilter and Finzi and then more or less
withered, with the exception perhaps of works by
Britten and Tippett.
To a large degree this situation pertains today, in
the UK and worldwide. In the thirties the theatre
based songs of Berlin, Porter and Kern replaced the
lighter parlour songs that were sung in a domestic
environment, they in turn have been replaced by
“popular” song which is delivered through multi
media; there has been no equivalent cross-genre
delivery of modern art songs, both in the UK and
elsewhere mainly because relatively so few are
written.
I intend to redress this imbalance by creating a
commissioning environment that will allow eighteen
established and emerging concert composers
to work with contemporary poets to create a
new song form, using all the media outlets that

are mainly the domain of popular music. I will
encourage composers to work with their chosen
poet, rather than merely setting an existing poem,
which will be an acknowledgement of the central
importance of the lyrics.
The project will start with a concert at London’s
Wigmore Hall, which will be taped in a multi
camera format and recorded for radio, CD and 5.1
surround for DVD. This footage will form the basis
of a series of three minute ﬁlms, which will refer
to the concert footage, but will essentially reﬂect
my reactions to the music and lyrics. They may be
literal or abstract, entirely depending on the source
material. Similarly the artists and pianist’s images will
be woven into the ﬁlms as dictated by the words
and music.
The Art of Song is being developed with BBC
Wales and BBC Radio Three, with Signum Records.
The individual ﬁlms will be made out of Capriol’s
production base in Norfolk. Broadcast sales will be
handled by Poorhouse International. All material will
be shot in high deﬁnition.
To date we have commitment to the project
from a strong representation of the UK’s leading
composers and singers, whose international
reputations will enhance the universality of the
ﬁlms. The renowned pianist and broadcaster Iain
Burnside will accompany the artists and assume the
role of associate producer.

The cross genre elements are truly
“360 degree” and include:
» The sixty minute ﬁlm consisting of

the individual short ﬁlms, which will also
be available separately, to be stripped
for broadcast or shown at short ﬁlm
festivals.

» The concert tele-recording, for

broadcast or as an added item for DVD.

» The radio series, a “work in progress”
analysis of the gestation of the project,
and complete concert recording.

» CD and DVD release worldwide. IPTV
and downloads/streaming.

We are indeed fortunate in the UK in having a
plethora of superb composers, poets and singers.
My intention is that this project will show them
all to their best advantage and establish a unique
means of internationally showcasing important new
work allied to world class performances.

TONY BRiTTEN, MARCH 2007
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backstage

AWARDS

PLATÉE was the ﬁrst opera by Jean-Philippe
Rameau, distributed by Poorhouse International.
It has won numerous awards including the Choc
of the Year by Le Monde de la Musique, the
Classical Internet Award in the category
DVD by Classictoday.com and the Midem
Classical Award 2005 in the category DVD
Opera Ballet. Arte has now commissioned for their
series Discover Opera a one-hour version of this
entertaining piece which is also available through
PHI, produced in 16:9 with a running time of 60
minutes.
Shostakovich’s LADY MACBETH OF MTSENSK
Diapason d’Or and ffff télérama
Mozart’s CLEMENZA DI TITO nominated for
Les Victoires de la Musique

NEW ON DVD

The Love for Three Oranges

The Love for Three Oranges which will be released
by TDK on DVD this Christmas, Reiner Moritz
has in the meantime completed an extra feature
with contributions from the conductor, cast and
Gerard Mortier which is also available through PHI,
produced in HD with a running time of 58 minutes.

THE EiC AT 30

The foundation of the Ensemble
Intercontemporain specially created to further
the cause of contemporary music is due to Pierre
Boulez. The ﬁrst concert took place in January
1977 with Michel Tabachnik conducting. 30 years
later in March 2007 the EIC is celebrating its
30th anniversary with three concerts of which
Arte commissioned LGM to record the most
representative uniting Pierre Boulez, the founder,
Peter Eötvös, a former musical director, and Susanna
Mälkki, the present and highly acclaimed artistic
director of the ensemble, conducting music ranging
from Schönberg to Ligeti. Congratulations and many
happy returns!
The edited version of the concert will be
available through PHI by the middle of April in HD
and Digi Beta 16:9.

PRESS REViEW:
LADY MACBETH AT MTSENK
“The Shostakovich centenary has given us
an equally rich crop, my favourite being
this ﬁlmed performance from Amsterdam.
Martin Kusej’s production, starring
Eva-Maria Wtbroek, is pitilsly graphic,
ile Maris Jansons and the Royal
Concertgebouw reveal the music’s terrible
majty.” Financial Times 2006 ‘Pick of the Year’
“... the static curtain-calls are well
derved indeed. There is also a beautifully
produced bookl and a substantial extra,
Reiner E. Moritz’s documentary, calling
on principl, conductor and direor to
guide us through the opera with a generous
amount of dail.” BBC Music Magazine
LOHENGRiN
“(Solveigh) Kringelborn looks every inch
the fairytale princ, but with her keenedged soprano she’s no weepy ingénue,
indignantly tormented by the impoible
unfairn of her supernatural liberator’s
conditions. (Waltraud) Meier relish
her venomous character, sliding from
vocal honey to spitting acid, manipulating
(Tom) Fox’s hard-voiced Telramund with
adroitly mingled contempt and sexuality...
This vivid re-conception earns a joint
rommendation with Nelson’s earlier
Bayreuth s...” BBC Music Magazine
LA BOHEME
“This production’s Mimi stands up to any
DVD (that means the greats – Scotto, Freni,
Cortrubas, Stratas). A miﬆr of Puccini
style, Inva Mula really inhabits this music,
on ich she lavish a shining, ﬁnely
spun lyric soprano.” International Record Review

Lady Macbeth

NEW PROGRAMMES
NOW AVAiLABLE FOR
DELiVERY
ViAGGiO A REiMS 130’
ENSEMBLE iNTERCONTEMPORAiN
AT 30 43’
STONE UPON STONE 4 x 10’
1. Reims Cathedral
2.Wells Cathedral
3. Palatine Chapel Aachen
4. Monreale Cathedral
More episodes in production

NiGHTART 6 x 5’
1. Edouard Manet: Breakfast in the Open Air
2. Johann Heinrich Füssli: Satan and Death with Sin
intervening
3. Jean-Joseph-Benjamin Constant: The Sherifas
4. Gustave Courbet: The Bacchante
5. Phillip-Hermogenes Calderon: Saint Elisabeth of
Hungary ́s Great Act of Renunciation
6. John William Waterhouse: Saint Eulalia
More episodes in production

MiP TV 2007

During MIP TV Reiner Moritz will be at the
The Market Place, Stand H4.35:
tel: 0033 4 9299 8596, or at the apartment:
Le Centre Croisette, 55 La Croisette, 06400
Cannes, tel: 0033 4 9306 0962
Dr. Reiner Moritz is available as a consultant to
producers and distributors at the MIP TV on the
Media Stand Monday through Thursday from
10am to 11am.

17-18 Margaret Street
London W1W 8RP
telephone/fax: +44 (0)20 7436 8663
email info@poorhouseintl.co.uk
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